
Opportunity to improve public access
to woodland with direct access from Kilchrenan
Village.

Creation of native woodland around settlement
creating buffer to commercial works in perpetuity.

A peat depth and vegetation survey
have been carried out and areas of peat
greater than 50cm will be retained along
with other sensitive habitats.

Given the shape of the land holding,
boundary deer fencing is uneconomic.
As such diverse planting has been focussed
around the village, allowing this to be
protected within an enclosure whilst keeping
commercial crops away from the most visually
sensitive areas.

Timber extraction will be on the B845 to
the north of Kilchrenan, ensuring no 
additional HGV traffic is imposed on the
village. The project infrsatructure creates an

opportunity for a potential future
Ardanaiseig Timber Haul Road which
would remove the requirement of all 
C31 timber traffic having to come through
Kilchrenan.

Potential to create path
and viewpoint on Druim Buidhe.

Potential to create hardstanding
area for establishment works which
can later be converted to car
parking to enable greater public access.

Over 60,000tCO2e (tonnes of carbon)
will be sequestered over the initial 100
years of the project and will increase
over subsequent rotations.

The new forest will provide
infrastructure that will also
serve the existing Barbreck
Forest, which is currently
inaccessible, allowing this to
be brought into active sustainable
management.

Archaeology

Opportunity for environmental education
with Taynuilt Primary School and others, 
with Kilchrenan Primary potentially acting
as adjacent classroom facilities.

Potential to create path to
viewpoint on Creag Thulach.
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